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NORMABILITY OF WEAKNORMED LINEAR SPACES 

MICHAEL MANOVE, Swarthmore College and Harvard University 

1. Introduction. The concept of a weaknormed real linear space is the gen
eralization of the concept of a normed linear space which results when the 
homogeneity property of the norm, llax ll = ! a ! · llxll for any scalar a ,  is weakened 
by restricting a to the nonnegative real numbers. Some of the general properties 
of such spaces have been discussed by Leichtweiss [2]. Quasimetric spaces, 
which are related to weaknormed linear spaces in the same manner as metric 
spaces are related to normed linear spaces, are discussed by Ribeiro [3] and by 
Balanzat [1]. 

This note contains several theorems about topologies on weaknormed real 
linear spaces. We show that a weaknorm, in much the same manner as a norm, 
induces a topology on a real linear space, though the space with this topology 
is not necessarily a topological linear space, nor even a topological group. A real 
linear space with a topology is said to be weaknormable if a weaknorm can be 
assigned to the space such that the topology induced by the weaknorm is identi
cal with the given topology. We shall state necessary and sufficient conditions 
for weaknormability of a real linear space with a topology, and the conditions 
necessary and sufficient for normability of a space with a topology induced by 
a weaknorm. Two examples are given of a weaknormed linear space with a 
topology that is not normable. 

Throughout this paper, the function s denotes vector addition ; that is, 
s(x, y) =x+y, where x and y are members of a vector space. The function m 

denotes multiplication of a vector by a nonnegative scalar ; i.e., m( a,  x) =ax, 
where a is a nonnegative scalar and x is a vector. R' denotes the set of nonnega
tive reals. 

2. Quasi-topological linear spaces and weaknormability. A quasi-topological 
linear space ( X, ,-) is a linear space X with a topology,- such that the function 
s: XXX-'>X is continuous in the usual product topology, and the function 
m: R'XX-'>X is also continuous. A set Sis said to be semi-balanced if E·S=S, 
where E is the real interval [O, 1 ]. The standard theorem characterizing all 
topological linear spaces in terms of local properties ([4], Theorem 3.3-F, for 
example) holds for quasi-topological linear spaces as well, with "balanced" re
placed by "semi-balanced." If x0EX, a>O, then the functions x-'>xo+x, X-'>aX 

are homeomorphisms. 
A weaknorm is a real valued functional II · II defined on a linear space, where 

II · ! !  has the following properties: 
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(1) llxll �o. 
(3) allxll =llaxll for a�O, 

(2) 11x 11 +llYll � llx+yll. 
(4) x =0 if and only if x=O. 

A linear space X with its weaknorm II· II is called a weaknormed linear space 
and denoted by (X, II· II). By the remarks in the preceding paragraph, a weak
normed linear space is a quasi-topological linear space with the sets of the form 
{x: llxll <r}, r>O, as an open neighborhood base at 0. A linear space with a 
topology is said to be weaknormable if a weaknorm can be assigned to the space 
such that the topology induced by the weaknorm is identical with the given 
topology. 

If X is a linear space and OEK CX and K is absorbing, the well-known 
Minkowski functional of K is given by p(x) =inf {a: a> 0, xEaK } .  For proper
ties of p, see e.g. [4 ], pp. 134-35. A set Sin a quasi-topological linear space is 
bounded if for every neighborhood U of 0, there exists ')'>0 such that SC')'U. 

THEOREM 1. A quasi-topological linear space X i s  weaknormable if and only if 
X i s a T1- space and there exi st s in X a convex and bounded open neighborhood K 
of 0. 

Proof. We prove sufficiency; the proof of necessity is standard. Let p be the 
Minkowski functional of K. It is easy to see that, as in the standard situation, 
pis a weaknorm for X. We prove that p induces the given topology as follows. 
Suppose xEK. Then the pair (1, x)Em-1(K), which is open since K is. Choose 
neighborhoods A of 1 and U of x with A · U CK . A contains some a> 1 for which 
ax EK; thusp(x) �a-1<1. This showsthatK = { x:p(x) < 1} , so that {'YK:')'>O} 
is a base for the topology induced by p, which, by the boundedness of K, is 
thus identical with the given topology. 

3. Normability of weaknormed linear spaces. A weaknormed linear space 
is normable if there exists a norm for the space such that the topology induced 
by the norm is identical with the topology induced by the weaknorm. The 
major theorem of this section states necessary and sufficient conditions for 
normability of a weaknormed linear space. 

LEMMA. Let (X, II· II) be a weaknormed linear space with the following property: 
for any sequence {xn } such that llxnll-70, we al so have ll-xnll-70. Then there exist s 
M>l such that for all xEX, we have llxll �Mii-xii· 

Proof. Suppose that no such M exists. Then for each n > 0 there exists 
XnEX with l[xnll>nll-xnll· Let Yn=Cnll-xnll)-1·Xn. Then 11-Ynll=l/n and 
llYnll > 1, contradicting the hypothesis. 

THEOREM 2. A weaknormed linear space (X, \I· II) i s  normable if and only if, for 
any sequence { x,.} in X, II xnll-70 implie s 11-xnl -70. 

Proof. Since multiplication by -1 is a homeomorphism in a normed linear 
space, the condition is necessary. To prove sufficiency we first note that the 
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function p(x) =max {llxll, II-xii} is a norm on X. Next, given r>O, we see 
that llxll <r/ M implies p (x) <r, where Mis given by the lemma; so that the 
topology induced by II ·II is the same as the topology induced by p. 

Note that for any weaknormed linear space (X, II ·II), the functional p, as 
defined above, is a norm on X, and the p-topology is stronger than the II · 11-
topology. Later, we shall give some examples in which it is properly stronger. 

THEOREM 3. Let (X, II ·II) be a weaknormed linear space which is not normable. 
If Sis any sphere in X, the set -S= { x: -xES} is unbounded. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that the negative of any sphere U = { x: llxll <r} 
about 0 is unbounded. Choose a sequence { Xn} in U such that II xnll-TO while 
ll-xnll--l-70. Let Yn=r(2llxnll)-1·xnE U. The sequence { -yn} is unbounded, and 
the theorem follows. 

THEOREM 4. Every finite-dimensional weaknormed linear space is normable. 

Proof. Let (X, II· II) be a finite-dimensional weaknormed linear space, and 
let {v i} (i = 1, · · · , n) be a basis for X. Consider a function! on the real space 
l1(n) into the non-negative reals, given by f(a) =II :Ea.-v,;11, where a denotes the 
n-tuple (a1, · · · , an). The function f is continuous, for 

I f(a) - f(/3) I = 111 L aivill - II L Piv,;11 1 

where 

� max {II L (ai - Pi)v,;11, II L (P,; - a,;)v,;11 } 
� L I a,; - Pd · max {liv,;11, 11-v,;ll} � N ·(LI a,; - Pd), 

N = max max {liv,;ll, 11-v,;ll }. 
1 ;;;)t;;;)n 

Consider the set S= {a: :El a•I =1} Cl1(n). S is compact, so that the non
negative set f (S) has a least member, say r. Should r = 0, then for some aE S 
we would have f(a) =II :Ea.-v,;11 = 0, implying :Ea.-v1=0, a contradiction since 
{v .} are linearly independent. Therefore, r> 0. But for any :E.B.-v,;in X, we have 

II :E p,;v,;11 � r· <:EI Pi I) 
since, if some ,8,;�0, II :E.B.-v,;11 = (LI .B•I )Ii L( :El ,B;I )-1,8,-v;ll, where 

II L (LI P; I )-1p,;v,;ll E f(S). 
Furthermore, N ·(LI .B•I) �II :E-,8,-v,;ll. The conclusion follows by Theorem 2. 

That any finite-dimensional weaknormed linear space is topologically iso
morphic to the Euclidean space of the same dimension, is now an immediate 
consequence of the theorem that all finite-dimensional normed linear spaces of 
a given dimension are topologically isomorphic (see [4], p. 95). 

4. Examples of nonnormable weaknormed linear spaces. 

Example 1. Let X be the set of all functions in L1 [1, oo) ( identifying, in the 
usual way, functions equal almost everywhere). For any function JEX, we de-
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fine llJll = fi"'J*(t)dt, where f*(t) = f(t) when f( t ) � 0, and f*(t) = IJ( t) I /t when f( t) 
<O. The space (X, 11 ·ll) is a weaknormed linear space. To show that X il'l not 
normable, consider the sequence {J,.}, wheref,.(t) =0 for t<n+1 and 

f,.(t) = - (t - n)-2 for t G; n + 1. 

It is clear that llJ .. 11-o, while 11-J .. ll = 1 for all n, and the conclusion follows by 
Theorem 2. 

Example 2. Let ( Y, µ,) be a nonatomic measure space with µ( Y) < oo. With 
eaeh real-valued measurable function f on Y ( identifying, in the usual way, 
functions equal almost everywhere) we associate two functions!+ andf _ defined 
as follows: f +(x) =max {J(x), 0}, and J_(x) =max { -f( x), 0 } .  Let 

p(f) = f J!dµ + f f _dµ. 

Then the set K = {J : p(f) < oo, p( -f) < oo} is a vector space ; indeed, K con
tains the same functions as L2(Y). 

We will consider the Minkowski functional of the set S= {!EK: p (f) � 1}. 
S contains 0, for p(O) =0<1. We prove that Sis absorbing. Take any function 
JEK wheref�O. Pick a such that l a l <min {1/p(f), 1/p(-J), 1}. Then, if 
a�O, we have 

(1) p(af) = a2 f J!dµ + a f J_dµ � ap (f) . 

But a< 1/p(J), and thus, by (1), p(af) �ap(f) < 1. If a <O, we have by (1), 
P(af) �P(I a l (-f)) =I a l P(-f) < 1. Therefore, afE S; Sis absorbing. 

We shall show that Sis convex. Supposef, gES and a+,B = 1, where a, ,8 � 0. 
Then, 

p(af + {Jg) = f (oif + flg)!dµ + f (af + flg)_dµ 

� f (af+ + f1g+)2dµ + f (af- + {Jg_)dµ. 

Furthermore, we have 

Hence, 

22 22 2 2 2 2 
� a f + + fl g+ + aflf + + aflg+ = af + + flg+. 

p(af +{Jg) � a f J!dµ + fl f g!dµ + a f J_dµ + fl f g_dµ 

= ap(J) + f1p(g) � 1, 
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since p(J), p( g);;;;; 1. It follows that Sis convex. By the properties of Minkowski 
functionals, we see that (K, II ·II ) is a weaknormed linear space, where II· II is the 
Minkowski functional of S. 

To show that K is not normable, it is sufficient, by Theorem 2, to show that 
for any n >O, there exists an JEK such that llJll �nll -Jll · Given n, define f as 
follows:j( x) =non some set of measure 1/n2, andj(x) =0 everywhere else. We 
have p(J) = 1 and thus llJll = 1. However, p( -nf) = 1, so that 11-nfll =nll -Jll = 1 

=llJll· Thusj is as required, and the conclusion follows. 
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HADAMARD MATRICES AND SOME GENERALISATIONS 

]. H. E. COHN, Bedford College, London 

For any given integer, n � 2, the matrix Hn is called a Hadamard Matrix if 
Hn is an nXn matrix with elements± 1 which satisfies HnHr{ =nln. It is known 
that such a matrix can exist only if either n=2 or n is a multiple of four. It has 
been conjectured that these necessary conditions are also sufficient, but this has 
never been proved. A list of the numerous partial results available is given in 
[ 1] and [ 4], and in [ 3] and [ 5] it has also been proved true for the cases n = 92 
and 156. 

Generalisations are possible in several directions. Following [1], we say that 
H(p ; n) is a generalised Hadamard Matrix of order n, if H (p ; n) is an nXn 
matrix all of whose elements are pth roots of unity and such that HH' =nln. In 
this notation the ordinary Hadamard Matrix is an H ( 2 ; n). 

Another generalisation, without departing from the elements ± 1 arises as 
follows. Let g( n) equal, for each n, the value of the greatest n X n determinant 
with elements ± 1. Then it follows by Hadamard's Theorem that g( n) ;;;;nn12, 
where equality is possible if and only if the matrix Gn associated with g( n) is an 
H ( 2 ; n). However, we may ask for all values of n, and not only for multiples of 
four, what the value of g( n) is, and also ask for the structure of Gn. It is possible 
to show, in addition to the fact that g( n) =nn/2 whenever an H(2; n) exists, 
that g(3) =4, g(5) =48 and g( 6) = 160, and also it has been proved in [2] that 
given any positive e, g(n) > no12-•ln for all sufficiently large n. If the conjecture 
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